Bus Driver

A Bus Driver at Preston Taylor Ministries, will be expected to represent PTM to PTM children and their families, volunteers, potential volunteers and supporters. A Bus Driver will foster a safe, fun and positive environment for children and youth being transported to programs and to their respective homes.

- Drivers with CDLs will start at $16/hr.
- Consistent driving times will be Monday-Friday, 2:30-6:30pm
- Weekend hours will be offered on an as needed basis.
- PTM follows the MNPS calendar and will not run buses on MNPS student holidays.
  - PTM will not have programming if MNPS closes schools or releases early
- This position is through May 13, 2022

Responsibilities

- Drive students home from programming.
- Students are welcomed enthusiastically and warmly on to bus.
- Maintain a safe and fun transportation experience.
- Ensure students remain seated while bus is moving.
- Lead behavior management during transportation.

This position will report to the Executive Director for primary supervision. Additionally, a bus driver will be expected to work closely with individual site directors.